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Form follows function.We know this in architecture, and it’s no less true when building a
strong IT organization. Our new InformationWeek 2014 Strategic CIO Survey of 155 IT executives
drives that home, and not always in a comforting way. For example, we laid out eight areas
where CIOs could be driving innovation and, for each, asked respondents to rate their effective-
ness at helping their orgs advance. The No. 1 selection? Lowering IT costs, cited by 67%. Just 32%
say they’re effective at spotting new business opportunities, and only half cite developing new
or improved products, down from 55% in 2013. 
That’s hardly a ringing endorsement of the notion that smart CIOs can transform their compa-

nies into lean, mean innovation machines. So what’s holding us back?
A big part of the problem is business leaders, and even tech execs themselves, buying into the

fashionable (but completely incorrect) “CIOs don’t matter” argument. Today’s CIOs are not
 simply brokers. In fact, the opposite is true. CIOs who understand the intersection of business
and technology matter more than ever, given the rise of digital business and a rapidly changing
workforce. 
Still, that doesn’t mean that the same old organizational structure will provide a cornerstone

for growth. In this InformationWeek Informed CIO report, we talk about when it’s time to
 restructure your IT organization, why to do it, what guiding principles apply, when and how to
get help, and where it pays to take some calculated risks.
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Ten years ago, businesses had dramatically
smaller technology investment portfolios.
There were no such things as IP cameras and
building security systems running over enter-
prise VLANs, internal social media, or biomet-
ric time card entry via the Intranet — much
less iPads, predictive analytics, or cloud ser -
vices. IT is holding up the weight of the world,
and the burden is stifling. 
Just how stifling is driven home in the new

2014 InformationWeek Strategic CIO Survey,
where 70% say a focus on day-to-day IT oper-
ations prevents IT from innovating, up from
65% in 2013. That’s better than the dreaded
80/20, but it’s still far from where we need to
be. And frankly, we have a problem with CIOs
who blame external factors, like the rise of
mobility or stagnant budgets, while failing to
ask: How can I transform my department to
handle a rapid pace of change? 
The technologies we’re dealing with are

radically different, but your department is
likely structured pretty much the same as it
was 10 years ago.

Previous Next

2014 2013

What prevents IT from innovating at your company?

Barriers to IT Innovation

Focus on day-to-day IT operations

Lack of budget

Inadequate IT skills

Poor relationships with other business units

Fear of failing

CEO or other senior executives discourage it

Other

There are no barriers to IT innovation

Note: Multiple responses allowed
Base: 155 IT executives in February 2014 and 118 in February 2013
Data: InformationWeek Strategic CIO Survey of IT executives at organizations with 100 or more employees

R7790314/19
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Look, IT is good at imposing order on chaos.
Trouble is, nobody but IT cares how orderly
the business’ technology portfolio is. Depart-
ments and even individuals are routinely
 allowed to choose the best tools to get work
done — and they only sometimes check in
with IT. One-quarter of respondents to our
2014 IT Budget Outlook Survey say their com-
panies have a “we’ll call you when we need
you” philosophy, in which business units de-
cide when, even if, IT is consulted about their
technology spending. 
Yes, we all think we can pilot the yacht until

we hit a rock. But when’s the last time you
heard anyone ask whether another internal
service — finance, human resources, op -
erations — is still relevant? Right. So when’s
the last time you asked yourself, “Why is that,
and more important, how can I change this
dynamic?”
Of course IT is relevant. However, the ques-

tion keeps being raised, so we’ll counter with
a few for you: Is IT structured to act as a busi-
ness accelerator while providing expertise, or
as a choke point? When employees come up

with tech-enabled ideas, does IT seek a justi-
fication to say “no”? Or does it give a green
light anytime it can and in tougher cases

work to riff off the initial idea until arriving
at a place that satisfies the business need as
well as security, sustainability, and risk

Previous Next

Which of the following steps has your company taken to support digital marketing efforts?

Support of Digital Marketing Efforts

Note: Multiple responses allowed
Base: 155 IT executives in February 2014 and 118 in February 2013
Data: InformationWeek Strategic CIO Survey of IT executives at organizations with 100 or more employees
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 management requirements?
Without IT, all the organization has is a

green light, no yellow or red. That’s terrific
when there’s no oncoming traffic; not so
great when we’re left to deal with the result-
ing, preventable wrecks. Business units have
lots of reasons why they may not consult IT,
but it all boils down to two factors: how they
feel IT treats them and how credible and
helpful IT is. 
The common thread? Your people. 
IT staffing and org structure are always

among the most critical functions for a CIO.
And when the technology ecosystem is in a
time of great flux — as we are now — the team
is even more important. You cannot  express
great flexibility and responsibility to the larger
business without the right staff in the right
places. And that’s why CIOs need to rethink the
IT organizational structure. Transform or die.

Ops Versus Innovation
The fact that pundits are calling for “chief

digital officers” is a symptom of IT’s lack of
credibility. Now, our CIO survey respondents

would probably characterize that as unfair;
70% report that their interdepartmental col-
laboration results with marketing are “good

or excellent.” Yet our data shows that, while IT
is taking some steps to support digital mar-
keting, efforts are far from universal. For exam-

Previous Next

75%
85%

85%
83%

2014 2013

For which of the following departments your IT group works with is collaboration good or excellent?

Good or Excellent Interdepartmental Collaboration

Operations or manufacturing

Finance

Customer service

Supply chain

Research and development

Marketing

Note: Multiple responses allowed
Base: 155 IT executives in February 2014 and 118 in February 2013
Data: InformationWeek Strategic CIO Survey of IT executives at organizations with 100 or more employees
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ple, respondents didn’t exactly clamor to tell
us what they’re doing to advance digital mar-
keting. The top response, at 49%, involved
adding analysis capability, up a measly four
points from 2013. Not exactly a groundswell
of support from IT. 
As is often the case, the problem is an inabil-

ity to keep up with the organization’s needs.
In many cases, CIOs feel overwhelmed by
“keeping the trains running.” In other cases, IT
may not be delivering the goods on daily
 operations — so why should business execu-
tives rein in shadow IT and add new respon-
sibilities? Would you trust an employee with
important new projects if she wasn’t execut-
ing on her existing workload? Nope.
At a recent North Carolina Technology Asso-

ciation talk, Gartner VP of research Michael
Smith discussed technology innovation hap-
pening outside the auspices of IT and the CIO.
“All of that technology [from the CDO’s office]
is going to come back into the IT organization
eventually,” Smith said, citing as precedent
the client-server PC time bomb. “There was a
proliferation of PCs, and the businesspeople

didn’t know how to deal with it, and it even-
tually came back to the IT organization.”
So too will digital business. It may start out-

side of IT, but it will eventually end right back
on the CIO’s doorstep. And if history is any
guide, that will be far messier and more

Previous Next

For which of the following technologies and initiatives is a major implementation in place or planned for the next 12 to 
24 months?   

Current or Planned Technology Initiatives

Note: Multiple responses allowed
Base: 155 IT executives in February 2014 and 118 in February 2013
Data: InformationWeek Strategic CIO Survey of IT executives at organizations with 100 or more employees
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 expensive than letting IT help out during
 deployment.
Our first advice is, don’t take shadow IT or

the appointment of a CDO personally and
walk in with a chip on your shoulder.  Problems
don’t arise because businesspeople don’t like
you or are trying to subvert the  organization.
It’s that they aren’t getting everything they
need, often because CIOs are struggling to
meet 2014 goals with a 1994 org chart. 
When IT is structured to focus on mainte-

nance and ops, what you’ll get is maintenance
and ops. Delivering today’s innovations
 demands a new structure.

The Restructuring Toolbox
Before we jump into specifics, let us state

that a major restructuring is just one widget
in a CIO’s toolbox. It’s not the answer to every
problem. But it can be a powerful way to
achieve organizational goals, for two reasons.
First, when you formally announce a profound
change, people take it seriously. Second,
you’ve now put your “money” (resourcing)
where your mouth is. Presenting a PowerPoint

about how a private cloud is super important
is one thing. Following up with organizational
tweaks that will break down datacenter barri-
ers — reassignments, moves, maybe even a
new business unit, depending on the size of
your organization — is quite another. That not
only sends a powerful message, it backs the
message with resourcing, the fuel that moves
the bus in the right direction.
Of course, some of the worst fiascos across

all industries have come from poorly thought-
out reorganizations. You likely have experi-
enced one in your career. If not, we present as
a cautionary tale Harvard Business Review’s
take on how Lucent’s reorganization in the
late 1990s was a disaster because it was com-
pletely misaligned with the company’s cus-
tomer base. Or how BP’s reorganization “was
likely suicidal” and dramatically reduced the
company’s capacity to make good decisions,
likely leading to the BP Gulf disaster. In BP’s
case, HBR points out that oversimplification
when flattening the org structure damaged
its capacity to manage complexity.
Restructuring is a tool; it’s not inherently

good or bad. It’s all about how and when you
use it. So before you pull the big red switch,
have a plan that aligns with your reality. Know
what problems you seek to solve or business
goals you need to achieve, of course, but also:
>> Be your own devil’s advocate. Explore

how effective you could be in addressing
these problems without restructuring your
staff. Have an answer before the CFO asks.
>> Go conservative at first. Think about

the minimum staff moves needed to achieve
the goal or solve the problem. Better to move
 incrementally than be forced to backpedal.
>> Plan for impacts. You will create some

temporary negative impact to the organiza-
tion through restructuring. It will be a neces-
sary evil, but the effects will be worse if you
don’t acknowledge and mitigate. Restructur-
ing train wrecks happen when you insist that
all will be rainbows and sunshine. It won’t.
Plan for the inevitable dip in service that goes
along with change. Expect to have some peo-
ple floundering and figuring out new roles at
50% of their normal productivity. Consider
budgeting for temporary staffing help to

2014 Digital 
Business Survey

We broke our 510 respondents
down by company size, and the
differences are telling: 62% of
smaller shops have digital strate-
gies vs. 73% of large companies,
and 28% of small orgs say IT is
the primary driver of their digital
strategies; that’s true of 38% of
large shops.

DownloadDownload
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make sure internal and external  customers
aren’t impacted and that good  employees
don’t burn out trying to keep up.
>> Communicate. Restructuring makes

people anxious. Most everybody has been
the victim of a botched restructuring, and the
bias is to believe that the one you’re planning
will be a train wreck too. Anxious employees
are unproductive employees. Restructuring
also makes customers confused. Confused
customers get angry and bypass IT when they
perceive that all is not well or there’s an un-
explained dip in performance. You know there
will be problems; the No. 1 way to mitigate
them is to communicate early and often
about what you ultimately expect to achieve
and potential roadblocks on the way.
>> Actively manage change. Restructuring

is about organizational change, a tricky thing
at best. If you’ve survived an ERP implemen-
tation or two, you probably have enough bat-
tle scars to know what not to do. If you need
a  refresher, change management is its own
discipline, and great resources exist. There’s
Prosci’s ADKAR methodology, there are great

books like John Kotter’s seminal Leading
Change, and there are, of course, change
 management professionals who can help. Yes,
this really is a thing.
>> Check in. Remember, organizational

change is an abstraction that exists only on org
charts. In the real world, from the employee per-
spective, there is only change that affects you
and your job. Check in with people individually
instead of thinking of how “support” or “tech-
nical services” or “application services” or “the
PMO” is feeling. You’ll be surprised at how great
the results are if you humanize and personalize.

The Collaboration Imperative
When we talk about an all-powerful CDO or

how the CMO is going to take over a bazillion
percent of technology spending, what we’re
really discussing is how the larger organiza-
tion is unhappy about IT’s ability to be collab-
orative enough to produce results that every-
body’s happy about, not just IT.  
It’s good that technology that supports em-

ployee collaboration is a top five project priority
for our surveyed CIOs, but process and people

must come before technology amplification.
So the big question is this: How do we put

 renewed emphasis on collaboration with the
business? In terms of restructuring, maybe we
assign technical project managers directly to
business units. Or maybe you have a process
for dedicating your best staffers to those proj-
ects that are massively important to the suc-
cess of a key business unit. It’s hard to say
what this looks like at every organization, but
you probably have a good sense. If not, go talk
to your line-of-business colleagues. Actually,
do that anyway.
Patterns of success do exist. The fact is, no-

body appreciates an IT organization that’s
 focused on compliance, security, and mainte-
nance and ops. Therefore, your organizational
structure must embrace the notion that if
there are folks doing maintenance and taking
care of normal ops, there must also be folks
who are tasked — not overtasked — with the
job of keeping IT relevant.
Some tips based on successes we’ve

 observed:
>> Avoid the solo operator. Don’t make

Previous Next

FAST FACT

70%
report that their 

interdepartmental 

collaboration results with

marketing are “good or

 excellent.”
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the mistake of putting someone “in charge of
keeping IT relevant.” That person already
 exists; it’s the CIO. That said, the CIO can’t do
it alone, and where relevance partners sit mat-
ters. Appointing one helper is a rookie
 mistake that CEOs make when they appoint a
CDO to “help” the CIO. 
A solo operator outside of a group always

faces an uphill battle from those who benefit
from the status quo.
>> Avoid overload. Don’t fool yourself

that people who already have full-time jobs
can jump in and be effective relevance
helpers. If you intend to put something on a
superstar’s plate, think about what you’re go-
ing to take off the plate. “Suck it up” is not a
helpful strategy. “We’re going to stop doing
those TPS  reports, and that should free some
time up” is.
>> Reinvest time savings. Look at com-

moditization, consumerization, cloud, au-
tomation, and outsourcing as tools to re-
source IT transformation with full-time
equivalents who really understand the or-
ganization. The canonical example is soft-

ware-as-a-service. Admit it, as good use cases
transition to SaaS, IT’s system administration,
database administration, and even support
burden should go down. Actively reinvest
that time.
>> Dedicate personnel. Be cautious about

using “cross-functional teams,” that is, folks
who really work for different business units
yet jump in to perform a function — in this
case, IT transformation or digital business.
These setups can work, but remember, they all
have full-time jobs already, and their first alle-
giance will be to those jobs. Typically, you
need at least two people for whom you’ve lib-
erated at least 50% of their time and rein-
vested it in making it to the transformation
goal line.
>> Harness complainers. Take advantage

of the energy that exists in business units.
Complainers are of two stripes: those who
want to do something about it and those who
just want to hear themselves talk. The first
type? Like gold. Put them on the team and
give them something productive to do with
all that angst.

>> Ask for something useful. Nothing
drains otherwise amazing employees more
than  being assigned to a “task force” that
doesn’t actually do anything. Yes, ask for
something strategic, but connect it to a tan-
gible deliverable. This strategy worked well in
the world of virtualization — those who vir-
tualized for the sake of virtualization (ooh,
look, we did in the lab) didn’t have the posi-
tive results realized by shops that tasked staff
to  virtualize “low risk, but we still can’t fail”
 systems. Point being, your best employees
(who are presumably working on your most
important initiatives) want to be useful, and if
you don’t ask them to be, it’s hard on morale
— and results.
Finally, in the spirit of collaboration, let us

suggest that involving your most important
or vocal customers in your reorganization
process can be highly useful. It will not only
give you an invaluable outside perspective, it
can generate political support for major
changes and is a powerful way to demon-
strate that IT exists to support business units,
not the other way around.
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InformationWeek creates more than 150 reports like this each year, and they’re all free to
registered users. We’ll help you sort through vendor claims, justify IT projects and implement
new systems by providing analysis and advice from IT professionals. Right now on our site
you’ll find:

2014 IT Budget Outlook: Is the IT budget moving out of IT’s control? Maybe — 37% of 
respondents say the rate of outside spending is on the rise, up from 22% last year. Just 21% 
of CIOs retain full spending authority. What is in our control: how we respond.

Beyond IT Service Management: If the world weren’t changing, we might continue to view
IT purely as a service organization, and ITSM might be the most important focus for IT lead-
ers. But it’s not, it isn’t, and it won’t be — at least not in its present form.

2013 IT Spending Priorities Survey: An IT department stuck playing catch-up will never be
able to innovate and become a true strategic partner to the business, but that’s the situation
many of our survey respondents find themselves in: 43% say their budgets are flat, 58% say
improving security is on the to-do list, and 40% say IT faces tougher spending oversight than
other departments.

PLUS: Find signature reports, such as the InformationWeek Salary Survey, InformationWeek
500 and the annual State of Security report; full issues; and much more.
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